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Draft of a terminology sheet to possibly be included as an appendix to 
the DAARPA proposal.  Please add terms and definitions that may be 
useful to readers from outside the disciplines entailed herein.
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TERMS in the Context of this Proposal


C4 grasses = A subgroup of grasses that has a photosynthetic system that is significantly more efficient in hot or dry areas than others (C3 grasses); the C4 plants are especially relevant to maximization of  biomass yields.


Chromosome doubling = The process of recovering plants that have twice the number of chromosomes as the original plant or starting tissue.   Usually, this is accomplished by specific treatments with special chemicals.  In many instances, chromosome-doubled plants usually exhibit thicker leaves and a stockier appearance.  Depending on circumstances, chromosome doubling can increase or decrease fertility; it may raise or lower amenability to hybridization to various other plants. 


Digital Genotyping =  A high-throughput genomics technology developed by TAMUS that uses modern sequencing methods, among other things, to generate, map and use DNA markers much more efficiently than possible in the past.   


Energy sorghum hybrid = An intra-specific hybrid sorghum having features that favor its use for bio-energy production.  Though tall, it is grown from hybrid seed created by large-scale intra-species cross-pollination between complementing pairs of short, genetically distinct sorghum lines.


Energycane = Forms of Saccharum with attributes that lend themselves to biofuel production.


Flow cytometry = A suspension-based means of analyzing populations of particles, e.g., plant cell nuclei.  Using DNA-specific fluorochromes, it provide a fast means of determining the amount of DNA per nucleus and thus per cell.  This can be used to infer hybridity or not, and chromosome-doubling or not, and genomic ratios of parents in hybrid progeny (these need not always be 1:1).  


Gene pyramiding = The purposeful accumulation of multiple genes into a single plant genetic type.


Genotype = The genetic type of an organism (n.).  The process of establishing some or part of the genetic composition of an organism, e.g., of one or more specific genes or other DNA loci.   


Hybrid =  the sexually derived progeny between two different sorghum genotypes, generally, different lines of Sorghum bicolor. 


iap = a mutant gene of sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), identity still to be established at the molecular level, that renders Sorghum bicolor to be “promiscuous” relative to other species, including not only other species in the Sorghum genus to which it normally will not hybridize, but also other grass genera, including Saccharum (sugarcane genus).  The non-mutant gene is Iap.


Saccharum =     the taxonomic genus to which sugarcanes and energycanes belong


Sorghum = the taxonomic genus to which sorghum belongs


Sorghum = usually referring to cultivated forms of the species Sorghum bicolor, but can refere to any plant, cultivated or not, of the species.


Sorghum wide-hybrid = Wide-hybrid = An inter-generic hybrid, resulting from the cross-pollination of iap sorghums with pollen from a sugarcane or other C4 grasses.  (Historically, it has been impossible or extremely rare to create such wide crosses; TAMUS is able to do this because of its unique iap technology.)


Sugarcane = usually referring to cultivated forms of the genus Saccharum;  the cultivated types are of complex and often interspecific origin, involving more than one Saccharum species parent.  


Tx3361 = a specially bred iap sorghum that allows for large-scale production of wide-cross hybrids, e.g., with Saccharum.


Wide-hybrid = Sorghum wide-hybrid = An inter-generic hybrid, resulting from the cross-pollination of iap sorghums with pollen from a sugarcane or other C4 grasses.  (Historically, it has been impossible or extremely rare to create such wide crosses; TAMUS is able to do this because of its unique iap technology.)
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